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INTRODUCTION
Although the 2008 economic recession has temporarily abated global energy
consumption, many analysts predict that the competition among the major economic
powers of the world to secure reliable energy supplies at a reasonable price will strongly
intensify in the years ahead.
Fossil fuels1 (oil, natural gas, and coal) currently dominate the global energy mix.
Given the deficiency in funding for the research and development of alternative energy,
the use of fossil fuels will continue for many decades to come. In the case of oil, the
most important fossil fuel with respect to the global economy, the supply and demand
differential will inevitably increase due to a confluence of factors.
On the supply side, the major reserves of the world where supplies can be easily
extracted are rapidly depleting. However, the current economic crisis and the resulting
decrease in global oil prices have dampened the investment activity necessary to
construct new and costly projects to expand production capacity. On the demand side,
the growing world population and the rise of the emerging economies will generate a
strong upward pressure on fossil fuel prices.
Without the constant inflow of reasonably-priced energy supplies, an economic
power cannot maintain its citizens’ standard of living, largely because discretionary
income is eroded by higher consumer prices and future economic growth is at risk due to
the loss of competitiveness. For this reason, the leading economies of the international
community are compelled to fully capitalize on their own natural endowments of energy
supplies within their respective borders and to import foreign energy sources to the
degree at which they can satisfy their total energy requirements.
1

Coincidentally, the burning of fossil fuels is the underlying cause of anthropogenic global warming and its
attendant harm to the environment.
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Some economic powers such as the US, Germany, and China are fortunate enough
to have significant domestic sources of energy within their respective borders whereas
other countries, such as the members states (MS) of the European Union (EU) have
drastically less domestic energy sources. But nevertheless, all the economic powers are
not fully self-sufficient in their energy consumption and each country is dependent, at
varying degrees, on energy imports from foreign sources. Therefore, the energy security
of the economic powers is not only a crucial issue on the domestic affairs agenda, but
also a foreign policy imperative regarding national security2.
In this context, the Caspian Sea basin is a region of high importance on the
international energy map due to its rich deposits of untapped oil and gas resources.
Consequently, the major powers (specifically the EU, Russia, and the US) are highly
interested in securing the production and transits of the region’s energy resources to not
only satisfy their energy requirements, but also to maintain reasonable energy prices on
the international markets. As the global competition for energy resources intensifies,
each power will exercise some combination of political, economic, or even military
influence to advance their interests3.
In this analysis, I will focus on the planned energy infrastructure project of BurgasAlexandroupoli in the context of energy geopolitics concerning the Caspian basin and the
wider Black Sea region.

I.

THE BACKGROUND FACTS: TBP PIPELINE PROJECT

The concept of the Burgas-Alexandroupoli pipeline (the Trans-Balkan Pipeline or
“TBP”) was first formulated by the countries of Russia, Bulgaria, and Greece during the
years 1993 and 1994 with the purpose of creating a new and reliable oil import route for
Russian and Caspian-origin crude oil to Europe. This 280-km pipeline, with 166 km
passing through Bulgaria, would have an initial annual capacity of 35 million tons, with a
possible future expansion to 50 million tons. The costs of the project have been revised
upwards from 900 million USD to 1.5 billion USD4.
The planned route of the pipeline would consist of three legs: first, the oil would be
shipped by tankers from Russian Black Sea ports to the port of Burgas in Bulgaria.
Second, the oil would be transported via overland pipelines to the Aegean port of
Alexandroupoli in Greece. And last, the oil would be loaded onto additional tankers and
then delivered to international markets. Essentially, the Burgas-Alexandroupoli pipeline
would effectively circumvent the congested Bosporus and Dardanelles straits and thereby
enhance EU energy security.
2

Energy supplies are the lifeblood of any economy and can restrict the ability of a nation to exercise its
military forces if necessary for its national defense.
3
It is important to note that among the three major powers advancing their respective interests in Central
Asia, the EU and Russia are more interested in securing the natural gas deposits in the region whereas the
US places a higher priority on oil resources.
4
“Russia 'Respects' Bulgaria's Stand on Burgas-Alexandroupolis”, Novinite
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On 15 of March 2007, after more than a decade of intermittent talks, the countries
of Bulgaria, Greece, and Russia signed the Intergovernmental Agreement outlining the
details of the project. The three major parties (Russia, Bulgaria, and Greece) nominated
some of their national firms to establish the international company Trans-Balkan Pipeline
B.V.5 to gain the necessary funding and to start the construction of the pipeline6 (Please
See Appendix 1). Almost a year later, on 6 of February of 2008, TBP B.V. was
incorporated in the Netherlands for the construction and operation of the future BurgasAlexandroupoli oil pipeline system.
With the completion of the TBP project, both Bulgaria and Greece would accrue
considerable benefits in the Russian-led infrastructure project. Bulgaria would accrue 4050 million USD per year as “a custom tax for the trespassing oil and some 1,000 new jobs
that would be needed for the operation of the renewed port and the pipeline”7. Greece
views the TBP project as not only an opportunity to upgrade its geopolitical position in
the region, but also as an investment with significant economic benefits8. First, the
project will serve as a successful example of foreign investment that will attract
additional capital in the wake of the Greek economic crisis. Second, Greek companies
will play a major role in the construction of the project, which will amount to
approximately 2.5 billion euros in total costs. About 1,500 jobs will be created during the
two-year construction period and 150-200 will be employed in Greece for the operation
of the pipeline. Third, Greece will receive about thirty-five million euros per year in
transit tariffs for the first phase and then fifty million euros per year in the second phase.

II.

THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROJECT STALLS

The TBP project was expected to be completed by late 2010. By that time, the plan
called for the construction of vast storage facilities (about 500,000 square meters) at the
port of Burgas. Additionally, the TBP B.V. planned to renovate the vessel services
facilities of Burgas to accommodate the increased maritime traffic from tankers arriving
from the Russian port of Novorossiysk9. However, the TBP B.V. is not undertaking the
5

The Russian interest is represented by the Pipeline Consortium Burgas-Alexandroupolis Ltd, which owns
51% of Balkan Pipeline B.V., and consists of AK Transneft (33.34%), NK Rosneft (33.33%), and Gazprom
Neft (33.33%). The Bulgarian interest is represented by the joint stock company Project Company Oil
Pipeline Burgas-Alexandroupolis-BG, which owns a 24.5% share of Balkan Pipeline B.V. Originally, this
joint stock company was founded by two state companies of Bulgaria, Bulgargaz (50%) and
Technoexportstroy (50%), but in February of 2010, the Bulgarian Finance Ministry assumed full ownership
of the joint stock company. Last, the Greek interest is represented by Helpe Thraki AE with a 23.5% share
and the Greek government with a 1% share of Balkan Pipeline B.V. The Helpe-Thraki AE entity was
established jointly by Hellenic Petroleum (25%) and Thraki (75%).
6
“Button gaffe embarrasses Clinton”, BBC
7
Michaletos, Ioannis, “Burgas-Alexandroupoli Pipeline: Current Role of Bulgaria in Southeast Europe”,
Research Institute for European and American Studies
8
Panagouli, Thodori, “Bulgarian Shift”, Investor’s World
9
Michaletos, Ioannis, “Burgas-Alexandroupoli Pipeline: Current Role of Bulgaria in Southeast Europe”,
Research Institute for European and American Studies
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construction of the pipeline at this time. In fact, some analysts have even classified the
project as being “dead”—largely due to recent actions by the Bulgarian government.
After a period of rapid progression during 2006-2009, the preparation of the project
had delayed for more than a year due to three cited reasons: First, “the project company
stopped promoting it publicly because of the political tensions before the 2009 elections”;
Second, from August 2009 until February 2010, “the Regional Development Minister
Rosen Plevneliev, who was in charge of the project, disregarded it in anticipation of
transferring it to the Finance Ministry”; Third, the proposed “transfer to the Finance
Ministry announced in the spring of 2010 took a long time” to be implemented 10.
As evidenced by the above reasons, the TBP project essentially lost the political
backing of the Bulgarian government. For example, the Bulgarian Prime Minister,
Boyko Borisov, expressed reservations about the TBP project even before he
overwhelmingly defeated Bulgaria’s socialist government in the July 2009 parliamentary
elections11. On the 11th of June in 2010, PM Borisov revealed his strong dissatisfaction
with the TBP project when he surprisingly announced that Bulgaria would abandon the
project because it was not environmentally sound. Further confusion followed when
Borisov retracted his statements and claimed that the Bulgarian government did not reach
a final decision on the matter.
The downward spiral of the TBP project continued into July of 2010, when Plamen
Rusev, the then-acting Director of the joint stock company representing the Bulgarian
interest in TBP project, informed Novinite that his expected replacement, Vladislav
Emelyanov, “will stall and possibly alter substantially the TBP project. He continued to
imply that she was unqualified for the position and he clearly stated that the decision was
“completely political”12.
Such political developments reflect the changing geopolitical realities of the region.
In the context of the geopolitical framework of the region, a more in-depth analysis
regarding the recent reversal of Bulgaria vis-à-vis the TBP project is included in the
following section: III. Bulgaria’s Stance: Alternative Explanations under the subheading,
“Bulgaria’s Reservations”.
III. GEOPOLITICS OF THE REGION
As is the case with most matters in the sphere of geopolitics, it is difficult for
analysts to discern the genuine motivations driving policy decisions unless confidential
information is disclosed to the public. Nevertheless, the following examination of the
10

“'Political' Appointment Said to Stall Further Burgas-Alexandroupolis Pipeline”, Novinite
Dr. Tsakiris, Theodoros, “Russia Takes Another Step Away from Burgas-Alexandroupolis, As Bulgarian
Procrastination Continues”, EKEM
12
“'Political' Appointment Said to Stall Further Burgas-Alexandroupolis Pipeline”, Novinite
11
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interests13 of the major powers with respect to the Caspian Sea basin and the adjoining
Black Sea and Balkan regions can illuminate the salient features of the region’s
geopolitics and outline the factors at play in the realization of energy infrastructure
pipelines such as the TBP project.
IV.

E.U. PERSPECTIVE

As the world’s second largest energy consumer and the largest importer of energy
products, the EU is a major player in the international energy markets. Analogous to the
other leading energy-consuming countries, oil and natural gas supplies dominate the
energy mix of the EU, which is mainly dependent on the Persian Gulf states for oil14 and
Russia for gas with over 40% of total supplies.
The energy dependency of the EU on energy imports will augment in the next two
decades. According to the World Energy Outlook on current trends, the EU dependency
on imported energy will increase from about 54% in 2008 to almost 70% in 203015. Oil
import dependency is expected to escalate from 76% in 2007 to 94% by 2030. Gas
imports are “estimated to account for more than 80% of the projected 2030 demand
compared to approximately 60% in 2007”16.
This increasing reliance on imported energy supplies represents a considerable risk
to the future economic prosperity of the EU. Policymakers are beset by the challenge of
addressing exogenous factors, including instability in politically volatile energy transit
countries, price speculation, import disruptions, but most importantly, the prospect of
Russia strengthening its dominance in the EU energy markets, especially in the gas
sector17. In the present, Russia provides approximately one-third of the EU’s oil supplies,
one-fourth of its coal, and 40% of EU gas imports18.

13

It is important to note that among the three major powers advancing their respective interests in Central
Asia, the EU and Russia are more interested in securing the natural gas deposits in the region whereas the
US places a higher priority on oil resources. For the US, oil is a strategic product because it can be loaded
onto a tanker and shipped to the US whereas it is more difficult to transport gas with the use of LNG
terminals. The US is largely interested in gas indirectly, for geopolitical reasons, because there are vast
deposits of gas on American soil. The Wall Street Journal reported that “one industry-backed study
estimates the US has more than 2,200 trillion cubic feet of gas waiting to be pumped, enough to satisfy
nearly one-hundred years of current US natural gas demand.” (Casselman, Ben, “U.S. Gas Fields Go From
Bust to Boom”, Wall Street Journal)
14
In particular, OPEC provides over 50% of total supplies
15
CSIS-EKEM Policy Report, Re-Linking the Western Balkans: The Energy Dimension pg. 7
16
CSIS-EKEM Policy Report, Re-Linking the Western Balkans: The Energy Dimension pg. 7
17
Dr. Glavinis, Panagiotis, “The Security of the EU Energy Consumption”
18
“Pipelines, Politics, and Power: The Future of EU-Russia Energy Relations”, Centre for European
Reform, Introduction
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However, Russia currently lacks the capacity to fulfill future EU energy
requirements due to the rapidly rising domestic energy demand in Russia19 and the
deficiency in investment in new energy projects and infrastructure. It is thus “nearly
certain that significant amounts of oil and gas from the Caspian region (considered the
only area in the EU’s vicinity that can serve as a key producer and transit area of energy
resources20) will reach the EU market in the future”21.
For this reason, the Black Sea and Balkan regions are essential in providing the
energy corridor connecting the Caspian region energy supplies to the EU markets. Russia
is vying to direct the future supply routes within its own territory or sphere of influence
and thereby maintain its intermediary position, whereas the EU (with the support of the
US) is trying to create a new “Southern Corridor” that will bypass Russia through the
South Caucasus and Turkey. Furthermore, both parties are seeking to secure energy
resources from the same countries of origin in the Caspian basin to feed their supply
routes of preference, which adds additional layers of complexity to the region’s energy
geopolitics.
In effect, this interplay results in what strategists often describe as a
“Geopolitical Chess Game” between the major powers of Russia, the EU, and the
US in the Caspian, Black Sea, and Balkan regions.
V.

RUSSIAN POSITION

During the 1990s, Russia withdrew its influence from the Balkans and thereby
allowed the political and economic affairs in the region to develop on their own with
minimal interference by the Kremlin22. However, Russia’s recent empowerment—
largely due to its enhanced economic position caused by the rise of global energy
prices—has enabled the Kremlin to re-assert its sphere of influence in its “immediate
backyard”. For example, on the sidelines of the Black Sea Cooperation Organization, the
Russian President stated to reporters that the Black Sea and the Balkans have always been
regions of specific concern for our interests, and “it is perfectly normal that Russia with
its growing potential returns to the region” for the benefit of Russia and its partners23.
From the Russian perspective, the aims of securing Caspian energy resources and
exerting influence in the Balkan region is of extreme importance to Russia largely due to

19

The “rapidly growing Russian economy will increase its demand for energy which might have
delimitating effects on Russia’s export possibilities prompting her therefore also to search for additional
resources – in competition to the EU”. (Franz-Lothar, Altmann, ELIAMEP)
20
Dr. Marketos, Thrassy N., “European Energy Security and the Balkans: A Battleground for the
Geostrategic Control of Eurasia” pg. 6
21
Dr. Marketos, Thrassy N., “Eastern Caspian Sea Energy Geopolitics: A Litmus Test for the US-RussiaChina Struggle for the Geostrategic Control of Eurasia”, Caucasian Review of International Affairs
22
“Is Bulgaria Tilting From Moscow To Washington?”, Forbes
23
Tsiaras, G., “Energy Battle in the Balkans”, Το ΒΗΜΑ Online
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two major reasons: a) the role of energy rents in Russia and b) the desire for increased
geopolitical influence.
o RUSSIAN ADDICTION TO ENERGY RENTS
International relations experts and economists have stated that the Russian
economy is “addicted”24 to energy rents—a source of value that is estimated at about half
a trillion dollars per year. This figure equals the total value of Russia’s oil and gas
supplies minus the cost of extracting them from the ground25. The importance of such a
considerable amount of earnings is clear upon examining the current economic data: the
sale of oil and gas supplies by Russia represents one-fourth of GDP, two-thirds of its
export earnings, and one-half of its federal budget revenue26.
The Russian economy’s dependence on energy rents dates back to the late Soviet
Era. At that time, a “massive influx of rents from the 1970s oil windfall flowed into an
economic system that had no notion of opportunity cost”, and thus, transformed the
physical structure of the Russian economy27. In the present, the Russian government
faces the challenge of balancing the twin threats of mitigating the risk of falling oil prices
with the problem of energy rents addiction. For this reason, the tax regime in Russia is
highly useful in channeling some of the rents to the government and managing the twin
threats. Additionally, since the major Russian companies are state-owned enterprises, the
government can indirectly calibrate energy production28. In the words of Lukoil Vice
President Leonid Fedun, “Oil production will be whatever the government decides it to
be”29.
o RUSSIA SEEKS TO ENHANCE ITS GEOPOLITICAL POSITION
Russia can effectively increase its geopolitical position through its energy strategy,
particularly in the gas sector (Please See Appendix 2). It is important to note that the gas
sector is highly relevant to this paper’s focus on the TBP oil pipeline because Russia
offered to support the project, which both Bulgaria and Greece greatly desired (at least
24

This concept of “addiction to energy rents” may be problematic for energy producing countries whereas
the “addiction to energy consumption” is a larger threat among energy consuming countries (e.g. the latter
problem has been cited by the former US President George W. Bush regarding the US economy)
25
“Pipelines, Politics, and Power: The Future of EU-Russia Energy Relations”, Centre for European
Reform, pg. 67
26
“Pipelines, Politics, and Power: The Future of EU-Russia Energy Relations”, Centre for European
Reform, Introduction
27
“Pipelines, Politics, and Power: The Future of EU-Russia Energy Relations”, Centre for European
Reform, pg. 68
28
The Russian government has a strong influence on the state-owned energy corporations. Another
indication of their close connections within the power structure of Russia is the fact that current President
Medvedev was appointed by Putin to serve as the Chairman of Gazprom’s Board of Directors.
29
“Pipelines, Politics, and Power: The Future of EU-Russia Energy Relations”, Centre for European
Reform, pg. 69
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originally), in order to win their support30 for the construction of the South Stream gas
pipeline project31.
Although oil constitutes a larger portion of the EU energy mix, the EU is highly
dependent on Russian gas imports, and thus, gas is the commodity that is more central to
the EU energy agenda. As stated under the “EU Perspective” section of the paper, the
import dependency of the EU will increase in the coming years and the additional
deliveries required to meet future energy demand will predominately traverse through
pipelines. In the absence of a common EU external energy policy, Russia’s state-owned
gas company, Gazprom, has been highly successful in engaging the individual MS of the
EU and entering into long-term, bilateral contracts for the sale of gas—and thereby
strengthening its grip on the EU energy markets.
Russia’s primary intent in the Caspian Sea basin is to purchase natural gas
resources at a cheap price and to employ its vast distribution network to transport this gas
to European markets to sell at a much higher price. In this way, Russia can solidify its
strong position as the EU’s main gas importer and gain any attendant economic and
geopolitical benefits.
Following this energy strategy, Russia has envisioned the South Stream gas
pipeline project32 as an outlet of Caspian energy resources to the EU. In fact, South
Stream will directly compete against the US/EU-backed Nabucco and ITGI33 gas
pipelines. Both projects are designed to supply the same markets and their pipeline
routes are almost identical. With the advantage of “practically being the sole outlet for
Central Asian gas, Russia is able to purchase cheap gas from these states which is utilized
for domestic consumption, thus freeing up Russian gas for export to Europe, often at
twice the price.34” According to analyst Zeyno Baran, this strategy effectively captures
the EU market while blocking potential competitors and ensures a long-term and largequantity gas commitment the Caspian countries to Russian pipelines and ensuring its
intermediary position35.

30

Energy expert Dr. Marketos stated that the agreement to South Stream by Greece and Bulgaria enabled
South Stream to gain considerable traction because they are relatively weaker countries and much less
equipped to oppose Russian pressure”.
31
Dr. Marketos, Thrassy N., “Eastern Caspian Sea Energy Geopolitics: A Litmus Test for the US-RussiaChina Struggle for the Geostrategic Control of Eurasia”
32
Russia’s decision to bypass Turkey in the South Stream project, while including Greece, raised
feasibility concerns for the TGI (Turkey-Greece-Italy gas pipeline).
33
Interconnection Turkey Greece Italy (ITGI) Pipeline aims to supply natural gas from the Caspian Sea and
the Middle East to Europe.
34
Dr. Marketos, Thrassy N., “Eastern Caspian Sea Energy Geopolitics: A Litmus Test for the US-RussiaChina Struggle for the Geostrategic Control of Eurasia”, Caucasian Review of International Affairs,
35
Dr. Marketos, Thrassy N., “Eastern Caspian Sea Energy Geopolitics: A Litmus Test for the US-RussiaChina Struggle for the Geostrategic Control of Eurasia”, Caucasian Review of International Affairs,
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Besides the competition posed by other gas suppliers like Iran and the countries of
the Caspian region, the increasing assertiveness on the part of energy transit countries is a
major obstacles in Russia’s strategy to maintain its dominance in the EU energy market.
Previous disputes between Russia and its neighboring countries of Belarus and Ukraine
have served as lessons of when transit countries can take an intransigent stance and
jeopardize the perceived reliability36 of Russia as an energy provider to its largest and
most lucrative market—the EU.
VI.

U.S.A. PERSPECTIVE

Following the collapse of the USSR, the US and the EU have actively competed for
the political and economic control of eastern Europe, along with the countries of Central
Asia. These countries are of significant importance because they can be classified either
as energy-producing or energy transit countries37. The EU and US have used different
means to exert political influence in the regions: the first applied mainly financial policies
and tactfully enlarged its membership base whereas the second capitalized on their
strategic advantage in Europe, inherited from the Cold War38.
However, Brussels and Washington largely converge on the issue of EU energy
security through the use of “pipeline diplomacy”39. With clear statements, US
government officials have openly supported the construction of the Nabucco and ITGI
natural gas pipelines. The US officials cite the fact that these two projects can replace the
provision of one-fourth of the gas currently transported to the EU via the Russian
company Gazprom. Such examples indicate the strong emphasis that the US places on
reducing the EU’s energy dependency on Russia40 and reflects the “healthy competition”
between the US and Russia in the global energy markets41.
In light of this competition, relations between Washington and Moscow have
“cooled in recent years over the US support for the entry of Georgia and Ukraine to
NATO, Russia’s 2008 military incursion into Georgia and the planned US missile
defense shield42 based in central Europe43. In fact, some commentators believe that under
the Bush Administration, the US and Russia were on the verge of a new Cold War.

36

It is important to note “perceived” reliability because even if the transit country is partly the cause of the
dispute, observers may place the blame solely on the Kremlin.
37
Dr. Glavinis, Panagiotis, “The Security of the EU Energy Consumption”
38
Dr. Glavinis, Panagiotis, “The Security of the EU Energy Consumption”
39
The overriding US political imperative for exporting oil and gas from the Caspian basin is apparently to
avoid both Russia and Iran whereas some MS of the EU are more flexible in their dealings, especially with
regard to their long-term, bilateral gas contracts with Gazprom.
40
In contrast, some MS of the EU, such as Germany, have approved energy transit projects like Nord
Stream that would augment the role of Russian as an energy importer.
41
Tsakona, Annaliza, “The Energy Policy of the EU and Greece, and the Role of the US” (Chapter 5),
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While the US seeks to safeguard the oil flows from the Caspian Sea basin to
international markets because it is a matter of economic necessity and national security,
US strategy also aims to mitigate the risk posed by Russia as a quasi-monopoly energy
provider for the EU—the most important partner of the US in global affairs44. If Russia
succeeds in establishing cooperative ties with the countries of the wider Black Sea region,
including the Balkans, then the supply routes would traverse through areas under
Russia’s influence and US interests would be exposed to risk.
For example, in the wake of the discussion regarding the Russian-led TBP project,
the American Halliburton Energy Corporation formulated blueprints for an oil route
starting at the port of Burgas, passing through the territory of the former Yugoslav
Republic of Macedonia (FYROM), and terminating at the port of Vlore on the Adriatic
shore of Albania45. For the first time, this energy project46 would connect the Black Sea
with the Adriatic Sea and to a wider extent, Central Asia with the Italian peninsula and
beyond. The AMBO pipeline would be sufficient to transfer around 40 million tons of
oil, roughly the same amount as the TBP project47. However, the size of the AMBO
pipeline would be 912 km, and thus, it would be longer and more expensive than its rival
supply route—the TBP project.

VII. BULGARIA’S STANCE: ALTERNATIVE EXPLANATIONS
Given the preceding overview of the region’s geopolitics, the two major factors that
are apparently central to the prior development and subsequent suspension of the TBP
project are: a) Russia’s desire to bypass the Bosporus Strait and b) Bulgaria’s
reservations, respectively.
o BYPASSING THE BOSPORUS
The TBP pipeline is in direct competition with the Turkish Samsun-Ceyhan project
(also known as the Trans-Anatolian Pipeline Company or “TAPCO”) as the next supply
route that will bypass the Bosporus Strait while transporting Russian and Caspian oil
from the Black Sea to the Mediterranean (Please See Appendix 3). After Russia backed
the TBP project, Bulgaria and Turkey were pinned against each other as competitors,
which became problematic for Russia with regard to negotiations for other energy
infrastructure projects. For example, the talks between Russia and Turkey on Blue
44
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Stream II, an oil pipeline designed to run along the Blue Stream gas pipeline running
across the Black Sea, were suspended48.
Following that development, Russia viewed Turkey in the same category as
Ukraine and Belarus—as a transit country that can thwart its strategic interests. One of
the easiest, but most damaging, means by which Turkey can threaten the interests of
Russia lies with the highly congested49 and critically important Bosporus Strait.
Russia exports at least a third of its oil exports via tanker ships from the Black Sea
through the Bosporus Strait, which runs in between European and Asian Turkey.
According to the BBC, Moscow has “long proposed an overland alternative due to the
regular delays caused by ships having to queue before they can go through the busy and
narrow Bosporus Strait”50 (Please See Appendix 4). The delays due to the highutilization of the Bosporus Strait result in shipping fines for passing tankers that could
cost up to $2 per barrel (as compared to the $1.09 per barrel tariff for the TBP pipeline).
Another emergent issue is the recent attempt by Turkey to unilaterally restrict the
free passage of crude oil tankers through the Bosporus Strait, which deeply troubled even
some of Turkey’s closest allies such as the US51. Energy expert Dr. Tsakiris of EKEM
think tank believes that Turkey’s efforts to “close the Straits” is an indirect attempt to
increase the cost of tanker traffic through the Bosporus to such an extent so as to make
the $3 billion TAPCO pipeline economically viable.
Besides the time delay, passage fees, and restrictions associated with energy transit
through the Bosporus Strait, Transneft representative Ikor Diomin accentuated another
pertinent issue that would exacerbate the bottleneck effect in the Bosporus Strait in the
short term: the enlargement of the Caspian Pipeline will be completed by 2012-2013.
The purpose of the Caspian Pipeline (Caspian Pipeline Consortium) is to connect the oil
deposits of Kazakhstan to Novorossiysk on the Black Sea, and then to international
markets. This pipeline will eventually transport 135-140 million tons of oil annually, but
more than 110-115 million tons of oil annually cannot be transported through the
Straits52. Therefore, new supply routes are required to transport the expansion of Caspian
oil production.
Upon observing the shift of sentiment by the Bulgarian government towards the
TBP project, Russia focused its attention on the TAPCO project53, which was an
alternative bypass route that was dormant during the rapid progression of the TBP project
48
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between 2006 and 200954. The “first indication that Moscow was recalibrating its
strategy” was demonstrated in Ankara when Putin visited in early August 200955. If the
TAPCO project proceeds and becomes operational, the port of Ceyhan would serve as the
terminal point not only for the TAPCO pipeline, but also for the Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan
(“BTC”) oil pipeline, which pumps about one million tons of oil per day. As a result,
Turkey would upgrade its geopolitical position as an energy transit country for Russian
oil exports.
For most of the first six months of 2010, Transneft attempted to arrange the
simultaneous construction of both the TAPCO and the TBP projects, “a plan that would
demand the complete diversion of all crude oil tanker traffic from the Bosporus to the
two competing bypasses”56. Consequently, on the 30 of September in 2010, Russia’s
Deputy Energy Minister Anatoly Yanovsky told RIA Novosti that his government has
offered Turkey a Draft Intergovernmental Agreement on the participation of Russian
companies in the TAPCO project. This proposal was a corollary of the memorandum of
understanding signed in Milan in October of 2009 and represented the strongest signal
hitherto that Russia is seriously considering TAPCO as a substitution to the TBP
project57.
The fact that the TBP project was granted a temporary lease of life in midSeptember of 2010 is not unrelated to the difficulties that Russia encountered in pursuit
of TAPCO, the alternative oil pipeline designed to bypass the Bosporus Strait58. To the
benefit of the TBP project, the latest negotiations between Russia and Turkey regarding
the SC project were unsuccessful and the Russian company characterized the recent
Turkish proposal as “inadmissible”. In fact, the President of Transneft Nikolai Tokarof
stated that a disagreement occurred between the parties and that the new round of
negotiations would start from scratch59”.
Transneft representative Ikor Diomin asserted that the Turkish plan was
pursued only because of the indecisiveness of Bulgaria regarding the TBP project.
He stated “We like it less [TAPCO project], but if the Bulgarians show
indecisiveness, we will go to the Turks60”.
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o BULGARIA’S RESERVATIONS
As stated in Section II. The Implementation of the Project Stalls, PM Borisov
announced on the 11th of June 2010 that Bulgaria abandoned the TBP project due to
environmental reasons, but then quickly retracted his statements. Even though there is no
reason that analysts should doubt Bulgaria’s apparent rationale for abandoning the TBP
project, there is a confluence of factors that may have contributed to the behavior of the
Bulgarian government that are independent of any environmental concerns.
Foremost, PM Borisov’s surprise announcement on the 11th of June 2010 may have
stemmed from geopolitical considerations regarding Bulgaria’s relations with the West.
The particular date he made the announcement was “on the heels of the revelation by the
Bulgarian government at the beginning of 2010—and confirmed by the Foreign Ministry
in April—that it was considering hosting elements of the US Ballistic Missile Defense
(“BMD”) in the country”61. According to STRATFOR, the announcement also followed
a two-day visit to Sofia by the CIA Director Leon Panetta, who was honored by the
Bulgarian government throughout his stay62.
These developments may be coincidental, but some analysts believe that Bulgaria is
re-orienting its foreign policy to strengthen ties with the Western Alliance while trying to
maintain elements of its special relationship with Russia. Since Russia has withdrawn its
strategic influence from the Balkans, as stated earlier, Bulgaria faces isolation in its
geographical position amongst firm US allies in the Balkans if it continues to maintain
strong ties with Russia. For example, Bulgaria’s two traditional rivals are becoming
empowered by their strong relationships with the US: “progressively ever more proAmerican Romania to the north and even worse in many ways from Sofia’s point of
view—increasingly independent-minded and confident Turkey to the south”63.
Therefore, as a member of both NATO and the EU, Bulgaria is placed in the
position to prove its loyalty to the Western Alliance. Incidents such as the June 11th
announcement by PM Borisov and his immediate retraction, “indicates that there is a lot
to hash out internally before Sofia makes it choice regarding its orientations with Russia
and the West”64.
Second, the possible participation by the American energy company, Chevron, may
have provided an impetus to a temporary revival of the TBP project in mid-September of
2010. An article in the Greek newspaper Investor’s World reported that the “US factor”65
61
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may have originally contributed to Bulgaria’s negative stance toward the TBP project,
but developments linked to the US seemed to have “re-warmed the project”66. In a
meeting between the Deputy Prime Minister Simeon Djankov and other Bulgarian
representatives with Russian officials in Moscow, the Bulgarians agreed to consider a
new proposal by Transneft and demonstrated a willingness to pay the 6.5 million euros
towards the operation costs of the TBP B.V. international company67. The article
suggests that Chevron had reacted positively to its own assessment of the TBP project
and the prospect of its participation temporarily revitalized the TBP project.
This reversal of stance on the part of Bulgaria was short-lived and the hopes of the
TBP project’s supporters were dampened on November 9th with the rejection of the
environmental impact assessment. Nevertheless, the Bulgarian government has “still left
the door open for Trans-Balkan Pipeline B.V. to repair it [the environmental impact
assessment]”68. At this time, the fate of the TBP project is highly uncertain. It is
important to note the relevance of the projection by Rusev69, who stated that the
Bulgarian government “will not ultimately kill the project but will seek to procrastinate it
over time”70. However, Rusev identified a different motivation behind the November 9th
announcement that was not related to environmental concerns.
Third, the last major explanation behind the recent negative assessment of the
environmental impact study by the Bulgarian government may have been the result of
financial concerns. According to Rusev, “the decision of the Bulgarian government that
the environmental impact assessment is inadequate was aimed at buying time.71 He
proceeded in stating that the November 9th decision was politically motivated and
connected to the financial trouble of the Bulgarian state”72.
An article by the daily Dnevnik, EurActiv’s media partner in Bulgaria in early
September effectively bolsters Rusev’s later claim about the finance-related cause behind
Bulgaria’s November 9th announcement. According to the daily, PM Borisov told Putin
in early September of 2009 that “his government was still investigating how much money
it can dedicate to infrastructure projects, as the previous cabinet had depleted the
country’s budget”73.
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS
Although the Balkan region does not have substantial energy deposits, its
geopolitical significance lies with its function as an energy corridor where the Caspian74
energy supplies will traverse en route to the EU and international markets. In this paper,
the TBP project was examined through the prism of energy geopolitics spanning the
Caspian and the Balkan regions from the standpoint of each major power with vested
interests in the matter: the EU, Russia, and the US75.
In doing so, the issues revolving around the TBP project became relevant in the
context of the broader geopolitical chess game being played in the region—which will
continue in the years ahead. Since energy geopolitics is deemed as a zero-sum game, the
intensifying competition over the Caspian energy resources will largely determine the
relative winners and losers among the major powers in the global struggle for energy
resources.
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